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POP UP EXHIBITION

Elizabeth Green

Please join us for an afternoon with the artist ELIZABETH GREEN on the 30th of July
2 - 4pm. New to the gallery, artist Elizabeth Green's Pop Up exhibition will be
showing at traffic jam galleries from 21st July - 3rd August.
Elizabeth Green takes inspiration from the natural landscape and environment around her.
Intimate bushscapes reveal Elizabeth's interest in understanding the fragile connection
between the delicate beauty of nature and its existence within the harsh and rugged land.
Working in oils and mixed media of charcoal and ink, the works capture a sense of place,
revealing the mood and spirit of the world around her.

To view Elizabeth Green's Catalogue please click here
To RSVP for the artist afternoon please contact the gallery

ARTIST NEWS

Waverley Art Prize

Congratulations to artist KATHRYN McGOVERN for receiving the Oil Painting Prize in the
Waverley Art Prize 2017 with her work titled Nothing To See Here.

Nigel Sense

Congratulations to artist NIGEL SENSE whose work titled Christopher Minko with Self
Portrait 2 has been selected as a finalist for the Kilgour Prize 2017. The KILGOUR
PRIZE is an annual art prize for figurative and portrait painting administered annually by
Newcastle Art Gallery.

BRUNO MOTO
BRUNO MOTA in his studio with his new
work Palm Beach which will be available
at traffic jam galleries very soon. Brazilian
born Sydney based artist Bruno Mota’s
works feature a high key colour palette
with a nod to cubism and constructionism.
Inspiration is often derived from his travels
and immediate environs.

WILL MAGUIRE
Knowledge transfer - Contemporary
blacksmith and sculptor WILL MAGUIRE
and various Norwegian blacksmiths
brought over by the Artist Blacksmith
Association of New South Wales recently
spent a day by the furnaces
demonstrating their skills at the Everleigh
railway workshops in Redfern.

TEAM TJG NEWS

traffic jam travellers

traffic jam travels as our global correspondents continue to see the sights, taking the
traffic jam logo with them all the way to Paris and Russia!
Thanks to Bianca and Laetitia for the great images.

TJG UPCOMING EXHIBITIONS

JENNY GREEN
INTERPLAY

JENNY GREEN'S exhibition 'Interplay' explores interactions and relationships. Mostly in
pairs, these new works highlight connections and bonds, reflecting the impact we have on
each other. Yet, as a group, the works portray the unity we share as a community. With a
push and pull between abstraction and figuration, Jenny turns strokes—lines, rods and
strips—into shapes in space. The interplay of positive and negative space reflects Jenny's
emphasis on contour rather than mass.

To see Jenny Green's catalogue please click here or visit our website

REBECCA PIERCE'S‘The Simple Life - Decluttering, redefining, sea change, tree change,
life change, reverting to basics and worshiping the Luddite.’
My background of over twenty years in the fashion, design and licensing fields has
considerable bearing on my work as an artist. Detail and a precise construct are
paramount in both my process and approach. My work often embodies personal responses
to daily and ongoing events and issues. The variation in my technique, subject and
application of medium can sometimes surprise, this ongoing conversation with diversity
results in driving my work in many directions and is due to my love of experimentation and
pushing the medium to extremes.          
                                                       

To see Rebecca Pierce's catalogue please click here or visit our website
To RSVP for the Opening Night please email or call the gallery + 61 2 9953 3831
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